### Themes of the reports to be presented in 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role and Title</th>
<th>Date and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Independent Expert on the enjoyment of human rights by persons with albinism | HRC (March): Harmful practices and hate crime targeting persons with albinism  
GA: TBA |
| Working Group on Arbitrary Detention | HRC (September): Annual report |
GA: Corporate influence in the political and regulatory sphere: Ensuring business practice in line with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights |
| Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights in the context of climate change | HRC (June): Initial Planning and Vision for the Mandate  
GA: Promotion and protection of human rights in the context of mitigation, adaptation, and financial actions to address climate change, with particular emphasis on loss and damage |
| Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights | HRC (March): Priorities for the new Special Rapporteur  
GA: Cultural rights sustainable development |
| Special Rapporteur on the right to development | HRC (September): Concluding report  
GA: Right to development integration in pandemic recovery plans and programmes |
| Special Rapporteur on the rights of persons with disabilities | HRC (March): Artificial Intelligence and rights of persons with disabilities  
GA: Armed conflict and disabilities part 2, focus on conduct of hostilities and disability rights |
| Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances | HRC (September): Study to mark the 30th anniversary of the Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance |
| Special Rapporteur on the right to education | HRC (June): The digitalization of education and its impact on the right to education  
GA: Concluding report |
| Special Rapporteur on the issue of human rights obligations relating to the enjoyment of a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment | HRC (March): Toxic-free environment to live, work, study and play  
GA: The right to a healthy environment and the Agenda 2030 |
| Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions | HRC (June): Medico-legal death investigation systems  
GA: 40<sup>th</sup> anniversary of the mandate / Minnesota Protocol |
|-------------------------------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------------------------|
| Special Rapporteur on the right to food                           | HRC (March): Farmers’ rights, seeds and right to food  
GA: COVID and right to food |
| Independent Expert on the effects of foreign debt and other related international financial obligations of States on the full enjoyment of all human rights, particularly economic, social and cultural rights | HRC (March): Taking stock and moving forward: vision and strategy for the mandate  
GA: International fiscal body and human rights |
| Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression | HRC (June): Threats and challenges to media freedom in the digital age  
GA: Challenges to freedom of opinion and expression in times of conflicts and disturbances |
| Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association | HRC (June): Access to funding  
GA: Contribution of social movements in building back better |
| Special Rapporteur on the implications for human rights for the environmentally sound management and disposal of hazardous substances and wastes | HRC (September): Mercury, artisanal and small-scale gold mining and human rights  
GA: Indigenous peoples and toxic waste |
| Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health | HRC (June): Violence and its impact on right to health  
GA: Racism and the right to health |
| Special Rapporteur on adequate housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living, and on the right to non-discrimination in this context | HRC (March): Spatial segregation and the right to adequate housing  
GA: The right to housing in the context of climate change |
| Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders | HRC (March): At the heart of the struggle: human rights defenders working against corruption  
GA: Refusing to Turn Away: HRDs working on the rights of refugees, migrants and asylum seekers |
| **Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers** | HRC (June): Protection of lawyers from undue interferences in the free and independent exercise of the legal profession  
GA: TBA |
| **Special Rapporteur on the rights of indigenous peoples** | HRC (September): Indigenous women and knowledge transmission  
GA: Protected areas follow-up report |
| **Special Rapporteur on the human rights of internally displaced persons** | HRC (June): The right of internally displaced persons to participate in political affairs  
GA: Development-induced internal displacement |
| **Independent Expert on the promotion of a democratic and equitable international order** | HRC (September): Democratic representation in multilateral processes  
GA: TBA |
| **Independent Expert on human rights and international solidarity** | HRC (June): International solidarity and the extra-territorial application of human rights norms  
GA: International solidarity, human rights and access to COVID-19 vaccines |
| **Special Rapporteur on the elimination of discrimination against persons affected by leprosy and their family members** | HRC (June): Right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health for persons affected by leprosy and their family members  
GA: National legal protections available for persons affected by leprosy |
| **Working Group on the use of mercenaries as a means of violating human rights and impeding the exercise of the right of peoples to self-determination** | HRC (September): Victims of mercenaries, mercenary related actors and PMSC  
GA: Maritime security |
| **Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants** | HRC (June): Human rights violations at international borders and at sea  
GA: Climate-induced migration |
| **Special Rapporteur on minority issues** | HRC: Conflict prevention through the protection of the human rights of minorities  
GA: The place of the human rights of minorities in the institutions, structures and initiatives of the United Nations |
| **Independent Expert on the enjoyment of all human rights by older persons** | HRC (September): Older persons deprived of liberty  
GA: Older persons’ right to adequate housing |
| Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights | HRC (June): Social protection: a reality check  
GA: The working poor |
|-----------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy          | HRC (March): Privacy and personal data protection in Ibero-America: a step towards globalization?  
GA: TBA |
| Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance | HRC (June): SDGs and racism  
HRC (June): Combat glorification of Nazism  
GA: Racism and climate change  
GA: Combat glorification of Nazism |
| Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief | HRC (March): The rights of persons belonging to religious or belief minorities in situations of conflict and insecurity  
GA: Freedom of religion or belief and indigenous faiths |
| Special Rapporteur on the sale and sexual exploitation of children, including child prostitution, child pornography and other child sexual abuse material | HRC (March): A practical approach to addressing the sale and sexual exploitation of children  
GA: Addressing the vulnerabilities of children to sale and sexual exploitation within the framework of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) |
| Independent Expert on protection against violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity | HRC (June): The Right to health of LGBT persons and SDG 3  
GA: Peace and security, and the human rights of LGBT persons |
| Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery, including its causes and consequences | HRC (September): Minorities and contemporary forms of slavery  
GA: Contemporary forms of slavery in the informal economy |
| Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights while countering terrorism | HRC (March): Follow-up to the 2010 renditions report  
GA: TBA |
| Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment | HRC (March): Impact of thematic reports presented by the Special Rapporteur on torture  
GA: Priorities of the Special Rapporteur |
| Special Rapporteur on trafficking in persons, especially women and children | HRC (June): Trafficking for purpose of labour exploitation in the agricultural sector  
GA: Trafficking in persons, climate crisis and climate displacement |
| Special Rapporteur on the promotion of truth, justice, reparation and guarantees of non-recurrence | HRC (September): Role and responsibilities of non-state actors in transitional justice processes  
GA: SDGs and transitional justice processes |
| Special Rapporteur on the negative impact of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights | HRC (September): Secondary sanctions, civil and criminal penalties for circumvention of sanctions regimes, and over-compliance with sanctions  
GA: Unilateral sanctions in the cyber world |
| Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and consequences | HRC (June): Violence against indigenous women and girls  
GA: Gender-based violence in the context of disaster risk reduction and response related to climate change |
| Special Rapporteur on the human rights to safe drinking water and sanitation | HRC (September): Human rights to safe drinking water and sanitation of indigenous peoples: state of affairs and lessons from ancestral cultures  
GA: Human rights to safe drinking water and sanitation of people living in impoverished rural areas |
| Working Group on discrimination against women and girls | HRC (June): Girls’ and young women’s participation in political and public life through their activism |